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1,. Introduction

For some purposes satellite antennas are required to illuminate
the whole or part of the earth's disc uniformly. /1/
These purposes include the use of antennas in maritime commu
nication satellites and satellites relaying television
programs to a certain area, or where point-to-point cownuni
cation is impossible. In most cases there will be a number of
similar receiving stations all of which preferably need a high
power level.
To prevent the peripheral receivers from receiving too, little
and the receivers in the centre too much power, the power has
to be spread uniformly over the area. This gives the maximum
effective coverage.

If a certain area has to be illuminated continuously, the
satellite used will be placed in a geostationary orbit. From
this orbit, theearth is seen at an angle of 17.4 degrees. This
makes the use of relatively small reflectors possible.
Where only one country or (part of) a continent is to be
illuminated, the reflectors are larger. In that case avoidance
of spill-over on to other areas becomes important as this could
cause interference with reception in those areas, or raise
broadcasting-rights problems etc.

In the first chapter we consider the kind of aperture field
distribution with which the ideal beam shape can be achieved
or approximated.
The results of an approximation are given in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 explains the choice of a feed which can be used to
illuminate a paraboloidal reflector.
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the calculation of the radiation
pattern of the antenna and the computed results.
Chapter 6 gives the conclusions which can be drawn from this
investigation.
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2. The achievement of a uniform radiation pattern.

As has already been said, the aim of this investigation is to
compute an antenna which, placed in a satellite in a geostatio
nary orbit, produces a maximum effective coverage of the whole
or part of the earth's surface. The ideal beam shape for an
antenna which illuminates the whole face of the earth turned
towards the satellite, is given in fig. 1. (taken over from /2/)

dB

fig. 1

If only part of the earth's disc has to be illuminated, then

only a part of this beam shape is required, that is up to the
required angle.
It is shown in /3/ that for a rectangular beam shape an
aperture illumination of J 1 (r)/r is required,
J 1 being the first kind of Bessel function of the first order.
Even then the perfect rectangle can only be achieved if the
radius r of the aperture is infinite. This, of course, is a
non-physical situation, so that the function was used up to
"t th
~ s m zero:

wi th jm,1 is
and a is the
The aperture

J 1 (jm,1 rIa)

jm 1 rIa
, th

the value of the argument of J 1 in its m zero
radius of the aperture.
fields are assumed to be linearly polarised.
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So now we have for the aperture fields:

~ J 1 (jm,1 r'/a)
~ ti ( r') = E ---'----'.........,;,,--- ayo 0 J" r'la

In,1

J1 (jrn, 1rIa)

jrn 1 r'/a,

..
~x

for r'< a (1 )

~ ~ .
h(r') = Z H(r') = ~o

for r'> a

The Lorentz-Larmor theorem is applied in order to find the
fields outside the aperture. It reads:

f(fJ::: Vt-)( f [f1 X [(r')] f{I cLS +~Vt-X'l,.X ~r\X Hlr'JJr clS (2a)
S¢ JUI£o ~ ..

2o Hlf'\:. \7r lC jUbl. N('r')] If dg - :-L VrlVrtfri~ £(r')) lfidS (2b)
So JWJ'o 5'4

for the fields outside the aperture,
and

E(r) = Z #(r) = do
for the fields in the aperture.

In these formulas:
Sa is the aperture surface,
n is the normal on Sa'
E(r') and E(r') are the source fields,
E(r) and ~(r) are the radiated fields,

llJ _.l- ~ -jk 11- r'l
1 - 41' It-r'l

the operatorVr acts on the unprimed coordinates.
If a far-field approximation is applied, we obtain the following
results for the fields outside the aperture:

.... { ) k _jkr ~r[....a ,\1 1\ r,,- ""1 Uf r1J} ik(r',r) dSf r :: ± ~ rX JI ~XE{r'll-r Xto XLon u-; (L. (3a)

Lnr r SQ "k ~~' 1")
10 H(r-) =:t ~ ~ K f[[t:izJi lr'lJ +Px[nlC£(r'llfe: r ,r clS (Jb)

411" r .sa;.a
with r = Ir' and r = rlr •
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In the far-field E only has the components Ee and E9" so that
it follows from eq. (3a) that:

k -jk ...
fe~ -L ~ Iep

4Jr ...

'k -J"kr I
fCf= -1... L:;-- 9

with I.f'TTf1..& [ ... )Ilt ~~(r')~) I 1:- jJc(;~~)/SI:: J{[n x El~'D -p X' nxtof.l{"'~JQ. ol~=Jn4 a
~ ~

1.

y

Now, by applying n=a (= unityz
vector in the z-direction)
and r = a r it follows that

('18= (11. a,) =

Substitution of E = Fax and ZoH = F ay in (4) gives:

H6 ~ 1= (a~. a8) - F (4)(_ 8,J (5)

With the following expressions we convert the rectangular
coordinates into spherical coordinates.

a r = sin e cos, ax + sin e sinr ay + cos e az (6a)

!ae = cos e cosfax + cos e sinf ay + (-sin e) a z (6b)

af = (-sintp) ax + cosr ay (6c)

Applied to (5) this gives Me = F(1+cos6)sinf
By analogy we find Mcp = F(1 +cos e)cos f
Hence the far-field can be written as

Err)= -.ik.~(I+COsf>n~ 08 +slnf ollJ}X Fl(i".r) clS (7)
~ r ~

From r'= r'cos~' ax + r'sinf' 8y and (6a) it follows that
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From (1) and (4) we have

F = EoJ1 (jm,1 r '/a)

jm,1 r '/a

For a practical application this function is used with its
second zero on the edge of the aperture, so that

F= EoJ1(j2,1r'/a)

j2,1 r '/a

This expression substituted in (8) gives

E
O

J 1 (j2,tr '/a) ejkr'sinecos('-f' Jr'df"dr' =
j2,1 r '/a

j

= aE o

j 2,1

= aE o

j 2,1
CP' =-0



for m = 1,2,3, ••••••

It is
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Treos (m (If' -tp' » dip' =0
CP' =0

hence all that remains from the last expression is

If we now substitute p= r' /a we obtain

a
2

E itI =~ 21T J 1 (j2,1f) J oCfkasin6) dp
J 2,1 .Iso

Using this expression for substitution in (8a) we get

-jka2
E o _ "kr

2rj e J (1+cose)(sin<f~-co8f~6) x
2, 1 I

x JJ1(j2,1P) Jo(pJre sine) lip

'so
now possible to find an expression for Poynting's vector

~Cr) = _1- Itcr>12 f\
2Z o

= :~~8Z :~ (1+eose)2{f;1(j2'1f)Jo~kaSine)~}2 f
2,1 0 f~

from which expression the following power radiation pattern
can be derived:

Here we note that the power radiation function is independent
of the angle ep, so p(e,cp) = pee).
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The power radiated in the forward direction is

P(O)

The integral in the numerator of (9) cannot be written in a
closed form, but the integral in the denominator can be so
written.
For Bessel functions it holds that

J_n(x) = (_1)n In(x) for n = 0,1,2, •••.•••

and Q.... [.xP J (x)] = xP J (x )
dx P p-1

Substituting n=1 and p=O in these equations we have

J_1 (x) = -J1 (x) }

:x[Jo(x») = J_1 (x)

Inte6rat1ng:~J1(X) dx = - Jo(x) + constant

Using this last result, we can write for the denominator of (9)

,J.[~1(j2'11') ~ = -Jo(j2,1) + Jo(O) =

j 2,1



Therefore

In decibels,

-10-
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3. Results of computations with a J1 (r)/r aperture field

A computer program was written to obtain some numerical
results. A value for ka had therefore to be chosen. This value
is not very critical for the shape of the radiation pattern.
In /2/ a reflector with a diameter of 10 wavelengths was used,

which gave the required angle, about 17.4 degrees, in the
radiation pattern.
The results of the following computations have been obtained
with this same value.
This gives

ka = 2rra = 1orr = 31.42
T

The radiation pattern of the field (1) is plotted in graph 1.

The numerical values are tabulated in table 1.
The angle at which the power function has at least the same
value as in the forward direction is 22.90

This is more than the required 17.4 0
•

The solution to the problem could, for example, be to increase
the diameter.

If, instead of j2 1 (= 7.0156) a constant with a smaller value
is substituted, then the peak at + 70 is reduced.
Hence by changing this parameter the peak can be lowered and
a beam shape approximating as far as possible to the ideal
chosen.
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'rable 1

e (degr.) F(6) (dB)
0.0 0.0
0.5 0.069
1.0 0.271
1.5 0.586
2.0 0.989
2.5 1.450
3.0 1.939
3.5 2.428
4.0 2.894
4.5 3.317
5.0 3.684
5.5 3.981
6.0 4.200-
6.5 4.334
7.0 4.377
7.5 4.325
8.0 4.173
8.5 3.917
9.0 3.552
9.5 3.074

10.0 2.477
10.5 1.754
11 .0 0.895
11 .5 -0.109
12.0 -1.275
12.5 -2.621
13.0 -4.174
13.5 -5.971
14.0 -8.002
14.5 -10.562
15.0 -13.606
15.5 -17.528
16.0 -23.185
16.5 -34.927
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4. Choice of a feed

As the aperture field should have the shape of J 1 (r)/r,
the radiation pattern of the feed has to have the shape of

(see/5/) .

The desired aperture field can also be achieved with an array
of antennas. /6/
An alternative is shown in /4/.
It has been proved that a coaxial waveguide with anisotropic
boundaries has a radiation pattern which is, to a certain
extent, of the required shape.
A coaxial waveguide with anisotropic boundaries can be obtained
by using a corrugated waveguide the depth of whoose grooves is
a quarter of a wavelength.
This last condition indicates that the radiation from such a
waveguide will be frequency~dependent.

For the calculation of the radiation patterns the reader is
referred to /4/.
The relevant parameters in the calculation are
a) the diameter of the system (= inner diameter of outer

conductor)
b) the ratio of the diameters of inner and outer conductors.

Furthermore it has to be taken into account that the diameter
of the inner conductor has to be at least half a wavelength
because the necessary grooves are a quarter of a wavelength
deep.

In the calculations three different ratio's of inner and outer
diameter have been chosen, namely 2,3 and 4. For each ratio,
the diameter of the system was varied. The results a~e shown
in the following pages.
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The radiation pattern of a coaxial waveguide with anisotropic
boundaries is plotted in graph 2.
lhe ratio of the diameters of the inner and outer conductors

is A1/A2 = 1/4.
The diameter of the system is A2 = 1.9 A (~= wavelength)

Graph 3 gives a plot of the function
fsin6

with r= r sin 6 = 2
P cos -te120 1010g J

1
(r)
r and f so that the first zero of

J,(r) corresponds with 6 = 3~

Comparison of graphs 2 and 3 shows them to be roughly similar.

In the graphs 4,5and"6 the maximum side lobe level is plotted
as a function of the angle of the first zero. As each angle
corresponds to a certain diameter A2 of the system, these
values are also indicated.
Since the shape of the radiation pattern does not change if
the diameter A20r the ratio A2/A1 is varied, it is clear that
waveguides with A2/A1 = 4 are better suited for illuminating
a paraboloidal reflector than waveguides with A2/A1 = 3 or 2.
As graph 6 shows, these patterns have the widest aperture .
angle and the lowest side lobe level.

Note: A2= 1.9A with A2/A1= 4 implies that A1= 0.475 A
'rhis would seem to be in contradiction to the requirement that

A1>O.5~. It is, however, possible to achieve this law value
of A1 by using a dielectric material in the grooves.
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5. Calculation of the secondary radiation pattern (s.r.p.)

X' X

y
fig. 3

F~g. 3 shows the reflector system. Two cartesian coordinate
systems are indicated in this figure. The primed position
vectors will be used to describe the paraboloidal surface and
the integration points. The unprimed vectors are used for t:J.e
field points.
In both systems tne corresponding spherical coordinate systems

~ ~

will be used in addition, the spherical coordinates of rand r'

being (r,e'f) and (r',e',,') respectively.
The contour of the cross-section of the reflector, projected
on the plane z'=O, is described by the vector j);.
Integration points confined to the plane z'=O will be indicated
by j)'. The polar coordinate system for these vectors corresponds

to the X'OY' system and has coordinates sP' 'f').
If the focal distance of the paraboloid is f, we find for
r'= \lfO r' .p V p. p .
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On the edge of the paraboloid e'=g~

sin e~ =(Y~) = acos2te~
r p e'=8' fe

where a= radius of the cross-section of the paraboloid.

From this last equation it follows that

tan o·e')= !!.....
e 2f

The reflector is assumed to be ideal, hence there is no loss and

with D(8,f)= directivity function

G(6'7)= gain function
p(e,?)= power function
Pt = total radiated power

The radiation pattern of the feed, as shown before, has no

f-dependance, so that Pf(e')
Gf = Gf(e')= 4Tr --:;;...-

Pt

The feed produces an E-field which is polarized in the X'
direction, Hence

Pf(8' )=
r,2 ( lEe f + \Ecpf)= r,2 IE 12

( sin2f' + cosf')=
2Z

0
22

0

_. r,2
IEl 2

22
0

Substituting ~(r')= V(8') -jkr'e

r'

in this last equation gives:



v2 (e'2
2Zo

Pf(EP)Eliminating
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with Pfce l ): Gf(e') Pt
4#

(10)

For the incident field on the reflector this gives

- j kr ' C ~ ., ~ )e p -co8f' ~e'+ s~nf ~r'

r'p

In /7/ it is shown that, for the reflected f~eld t r we have

~ Cr') = E.(8') r2 (fi.e.)n - e.]r p ~ ~ ~ ~

\~ -jkr'
with Ei (6')= v-t-i YGf(S') e

rp
P

ei = -cosq' ael + sin~' af'

and fi = -arlCOS(~e') + 8e,sinCt9l)= the unit normal to the
paraboloid at rp ' pointing in the positive z-direction.

rhe reflected wave propagates in the direction

sr= ar , - 2(ar ,·n)n
This expression can be evaluated to yield

sr = -aZl = az
This equation shows that the reflected wave propagates in the
positive z-direction, parallel to the axis of the reflectot'.
From this property it follows that the fields at point ji',
which is the projection of r' on the plane z'=O, are the same

p -
as the reflected fields at point r p , except for a decrease in
phase equal to

-A+ =- k Irj,-f'1 = krj, cose' (11)

Therefore it holds that
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(12 )

2f
cose'+1r'p

Substitution of (10) and (11:) in (12) gives

Ea (6')= VZ~~t VGr(6') rl e-jkr~(1+cos6')

e-2jkf

r'p

Using 2(n.e i )n - 8i =

tact')= e-2jkf

a<f'

In the aperture plane the waves are assumed to be locally plane

waves at every point, so that

How the fields in the aperture plane are known.
From these fields the s.r.p. can be obtained by using

.(.:.)_ .,.,jk
~- r - 41\'

with Sa= the projection of the cross-section of the paraboloid

on the plane z'=O.
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(12 )dS'

This expression can be converted into spherical coordinates:

.... -"kVZoP t e-jk(r+2f)
E(r)= ~. ~ (1+cose) r

with I= JVGfce O ) sfe. ejkY;° .dr )

Sa

Using the descriptive equations of the paraboloid, we obtain

tan(~e') ej2kftan(~6')sin6 cos (C7+cp' )de'dtp'f VGfce·)
Sa

The boundaries of the integration are:
O~ e' ~ e~ with e~= 2arctan(a/2f)

o'<f' < 2lT

1= 2f

The result is now
6'

1= 4ttf Ie VGf(6') tan(~6') Jo(2kftanCH~)sine) de'
8'=0

This, substituted in the far field expression (12) gives the
far field of the antenna system.
The power radiation function is now. 1-

P (8, f)= 1~1~r2 = k
2f 2Pt (1 +cose )2 {r~{9'T I,:.~{m l)tkf~,.IIl-{l.,ldB'}

o 411" ",
u~o

'This show!!, that there is no cp-dependance: p(e,,?)- pee)

The power radiated in th{e Jfsrward direction is }2

P(O,O)= P(O)= k2
f 2 Pt 4 VGf (8') tan(te') de'

41T ~rO

The last two functions give the following expression for the
s.r.p.
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with D= diameter of the aperture plane Sa'
According to 171 the efficiency of an antenna is

9' 2
"l = cotan2 (+) Ii yGr (8') tan <ie') de'I (13 )

(14 )de' f 2

=

This definition does not take into account that the phase of
the E-field may vary in the aperture.
In the case here considered, the phase of the E-field (~) has
the following values:

(;)(=0 for 0 ~ e' <: 81
Q( =Tr for e1<8 '~ e~

with 61= angle of the first zero in the feed radiation pattern.
Definition (13) is now adapted as follows

9'
"l = cotan

2<ie~) IJV~f (e' J e
j « tan<ie' )

It holds that Gf(e')= Pf(e')

Pftl 411

with Pf(e')= power radiation function of the feed
Pft = total power radiated by the feed.

Prt= ru(~Pr(e') sine'de'df'= 2~f~r(e')Sin8' de'=
~~~ 1 e~
=~~2 [\mI2sin6' de'

0,,:
117::00

G (8')= (l!"
f J\E'(8,)\2sine 'de'

o

With this last expression we find for Gf(e'} that

2 IE(e' )I

Substituting in (14)

ffEca' )1 2 sine' de'
o

( IS-)
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rhe efficiency can be considered as consisting of three factors:
First, spill-over efficiency:

f~f(e')12 sinQ' dQ'
1) - 0Jf"
~ - ~(e')\ 2 sine' de'

"
Second, illumination efficiency:

2 rl!i(8')l tanCke') de'] 2
1}, = 2 cotan (te') [e~ I~ ) 2
L e ~(s') sine' d81

(>

rhird, phase-loss afficiency:

, 9~ l2
liE(s')1 ejCl(tan(i&') de'L

'1'= [IE(e')l tan (tB') de'] 2

Because of the phase shift in the E-field, the phase-loss
efficiency can be expected to be low.
fhis does not mean that the antenna is inefficient. Definition
(13)was derived for the efficiency of pencil-beam antennas,
which must have a high gain at a small aperture angle.
Here we want a constant gain in a wide aperture angle, and this
means that the radiated power must be spread out over this
angle. rhis causes low power radiation in the forward direction
and tuus a low efficiency,\.
rhe reason why this definition is nevertheless chosen, is that
it offers easy computation of the value of the gain, that is
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6. Calculated secondary radiation patterns

A nmnber of secondary radiation patterns has been computed.
The shape of the obtained s.r.p.s largely depends on the chosen

aperture angle 6~ and is shown on graphs 7,8and 9.
For other feeds and/or diameters of the paraboloid (D) the
s.r.p.s are of the same shape.

The efficiency corresponding to (15) was also computed and
plotted in a dotted line on graph 10.
Since the requirement for an earth coverage antenna is:

A minimum gain within a certain aperture angle,
another quantity, S t' was introduced. This is the anglecons
at which the gain function has the same value as in the forward
direction, that is

This definition is significant only if the maximum value of the
gain function is not the gain in the forward direction.

econstis a measure for the width of the s.r.p.

econst and the efficiency are plotted on the same graph.
rhis is possible because they are both dependent on e~.

It is now easy to find the efficiency of an antenna with the
desired aperture angle.
If the diameter of the reflector and the efficiency are known,
the gain can be computed:

Graphs 11 and 12 give 6const for antennas with other feeds.
Graph 13 shows what happens if S' is chosen too wide. The dipe
in the forward direction, which increases with increasing e',e
is now a new main lobe.
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7. Conclusions

The results presented in this report have all been achieved
by means of pure theoretical calculations. Several simplifi
cations have been made, such as the geometrical optical method
for the calculation of the reflection of waves, and the far
field approximation.
However, experience has shown that in most cases the measured
results of real antennas agree reasomably well with the results
obtained by calculation with the above mentianed simplifications.
It has been shown /4/ that the measurements of radiation
patterns of coaxial corrugated waveguides agree in fact with
the calculated radiation patterns.

One of the major problems in constructing an antenna of the
dsscribed type will be the structure of the feed. The inner
conductor is very. small in diameter. The construction must be
very accurate and stable as the forces acting on it during
launching of the spacecraft on which it is mounted, are very
strong and it is essential for the proper functioning of the
feed that the inner conductor remains firmly in place.
ihe position of the feed in front of the reflector must also
be ver~ stable. Slight variations in position can have con
siderable effects on the radiation pattern.
The prospects for this type of antenna are good notwithinstanding
these difficulties and further research in this direction
should be carried out.
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